Introduction

Company

Overview

T&T Global was found in 2006 specializing in Telecom Technology, Digital media and mobile
marketing. T&T International team of professional engineers ensures offering our clients
with innovative solutions that meet overall communications & Technology strategies.
Our main Objective in T&T International is to offer high tech media channels while maintaining
our leadership position in the industry.
T&T International offers multiple means of communications and marketing channels which any
corporate business can use and benefit from. T&T International provides different methods of
advertising and communication with the targeted end user and include:


Bulk SMS



Social Media Management



Ad Zone



Create a Web Site



What's App





Search Engine ( SEO &) SEM

Voice Message





Android Push Notification

Out Source Call Canter



Email Push Campaigns



IVR System



Online Adverting

SMS Bulk Messaging
T&T International provides complete services associated with the realization of mobile marketing
as well as deliver turnkey mobile B2B and B2C interactive communication solutions.
Premium SMS allows you to communicate your service/product to your clients through SMS. No
matter how small or large your target market is, we can deliver your message at highly
competitive rates.
An SMS is Effective because it is……
Personally delivered and therefore cannot be ignored
Timely delivered so your advertisement will have the maximum impact
Targets a mobile audience (mobiles are on 12-18 hours a day!!)
Highly classified and segmented database of customers
Cost effective
Response outstrips all other forms of advertising
Boost Company’s Profit

BULK SMS Reach
T&T International Bulk SMS coverage includes all below countries and GSM operators:
Country
Kuwait

KSA

UAE
Qatar
Bahrain

Oman
Jordan

Lebanon

Operators
Zain
Wataniya
VIVA
STC
Mobily
Zain
Etisalat
DU
Qtel
Zain
Batelco
Omantel
Nawras
Zain
Orange
Umniah
Xpress
MTC Touch
Alfa

Country
Iraq
Egypt

Morocco

Sudan
Syria
Palestine

Algeria
Tunisia

Operators
Zain
AsiaCell
Vodafone
Mobinil
Etisalat
Maroc Telecom
Media Telecom
Zain
Mobitel
Syriatel
MTN
Jawwal
Paltel
Orascom
Mobilis
Orascom
Tunisie Telecom

Target Audience
T&T International has a highly classified segmented database of mobile
users. These are segmented as per:
 Gender

 Location

 Race

 Income

 Age

 Interest – whether religion, fashion, sports,

 Occupation

entertainment, and riddles

Ad Zone
Advertising per location

What is AdZone?
AdZone is a location based mobile advertisement service which will
enable advertisers to send promotional content (an Advertisement ) to
customers in a targeted area using SMS. The following locations will be defined
initially:-The Avenues Mall
-360 Mall
-Al Bairaq Mall
-Al Kout Mall
-Al Manshar Mall
-Marina Mall
-Sharq Mall
-Al Raya Mall – Sharq
-Kuwait International Airport
-Souq Mubarakiya, Kuwait City
-Kuwait International Fair – Mishref
-Discovery Mall – Sour Street
-The Grand Mosque
-City Centre, Salmiya
-Kuwait University (Kaifan, Khaldiya, Shuwaikh)
-AdZone is also available for specific area in Kuwait…. continued

Cost to register each sender ID = 30 KD
Total SMS
Package 1

49,000 – 10,000

Package 2

99,000 – 50,000

Package 3

249,000 – 100,000

Package 4

499,000 – 250,000

Package 5

+ 500,000More

Price/SMS (Fils)

General features
Detects mobile numbers in real-time in a specific location/area as soon as they make
any network activity (voice calls or SMS). These mobile numbers can receive SMS using AdZone
system as follows:Select single location or multiple locations to send SMS campaign
Custom SMS text for each location
Select date and time to start and stop SMS campaign
Set maximum SMS limit per campaign/per day/per location
Create different accounts for different SMS campaigns
Real-time reporting using direct access to ZaiŶ͛s system with ability:
To enable/disable sending SMS for each location
To view online statistics (updated on hourly base)
To create multiple user access
Zain customer will NOT receive the same SMS text in the same location per day
Zain customer will not receive more than one SMS text per hour
Zain customer will not receive more than 5 SMS text per day in all locations

Terms & Conditions
 The price is valid for 15 days from the date of sending the offer
 All payments are 100% in advance
 Upon receiving the payment, an online account (https://adzone.kw.zain.com) will be created and provided

for real-time reports and SMS text editing.
 This service is exclusively for Zain numbers only
 There are no setup charges, monthly charges, or gateway fees. You pay as you go.
 The credits are non-refundable and non-transferable
 KD 30 will be charged for each Sender ID (the name which appears as SMS sender)
 Sender ID is maximum 11 Alphanumeric characters (including any spaces)
 Messages must not-:

Terms & Conditions
 Exploit any characteristic or circumstance, which may make customers vulnerable.

 Be of an explicitly or implicitly sexual nature or that represent any form of gambling.
 Suggest encourage or incite any person to use harmful substances or engage in dangerous
practices.
 Be designed to mislead or misrepresent.

 Communicate words, which promote or incite terrorism, misuse of weapons, or encourage or incite
a person to commit a criminal offence or vulgarity
 Criticize or denigrate any person or entity.
 The buyer will be directly responsible for any legal issues that may arise due to sending
message that do not follow relevant laws and regulations.

ADZone Old areas:
360Mall

Avenue Mall

Marina Mall

Al Bairaq Mall

City Center Salmiya

Mishref Fairground

Al Kout Mall

Discovery Mall

Salem Al-Mubarak Street

Al Manshar Mall

Kaifan Kuwait University

Sharq Market

Al-Masjed Al-Kabeer

Khaldiya Kuwait University

Shuwaikh Kuwait University

Al-Rayah Complex

Kuwait Airport

Souq Almubarakia

AdZone now covered
84Areas in Kuwait

ADZone new areas:
Abdulla_Al_Salem

Al Faiha

Al Omariya

Al Sabahiya

Bayan

Mubarak Al Abdullah

Abdullah
AlMubarak

Al Farwaniya

Al Oyoun

Al Salam

Bneid Al Qar

Mubarak Al Kabeer

Abu Halifa

Al Ferdous

Al Qadisiyah

Al Salmiyah

Dasman

North Al Shuaiba

Al Adailiya

Al Fintas

Al Qasr

Al Shaab

Fahad_Al_Ahmad

Qortuba

Al Adan

Al Jabriyah

Al Qibla

Al Shamiya

Ghornata

Sabah

Al Ahmady

Al Jahra

Al Qurain

Al Sharq

Hadiya

Salwa

Al Andalous

Al Khaldiya

Al Qusour

Al Shuhada

Hawalli

South Al Doha

Al Ardhiya

Al Mahboula

Al Rabiya

Al Shuwaikh

Hitteen

South Al Jahra

Al Daiyah

Al Mangaf

Al Rai

Al Sulaibikhat

Jaber Al Ali

South Al Shoaib

Al Dasma

Al Mansouriyah

Al Rawda

Al Sulaibiya

Jleeb Al Shiyoukh

Subhan

Al Dhaher

Al Mirqab

Al Rehab

Al Surra

Khaitan

Taima

Al Doha

Al Naeem

Al Riqai

Al Waha

Kifan

The Green Belt

Al Egaila

Al Nasseem

Al Riqqa

Al Yarmouk

Maqbara

The Sea Front

Al Fahaheel

Al Nuzha

Al Rumaithiya

Ashbeliah

Mishrif

Zahra

AdZone Packages
• Cost per sender ID = 30 KD.
Packages
Package 1

Package 2
Package 3
Package 4

Total SMS

Validity (Months)

Price (KD)

Whats͛ App!

What App!

You can send Text

You can send Video
You can send Image
Specifications:

Message in Arabic is 220 characters characters.
2Message in English is 320 characters.
3Include i-phone & black berry (smart phones).
4- You can send image maximum size 50k
5- You can send video maximum size 50k
Specifications:

You can send links

Voice Message broadcasting

Send Your Voice Broad Casting Message to Millions!
Reach thousands of Public instantly. Campaign professionals understood the value of
ǀoiĐe ŵaƌketiŶg. Thats͛ ǁhy Adǀeƌtiseƌ, Puďlisheƌ, OƌgaŶizatioŶ aŶd ,… aĐƌoss Kuǁait
can use T&T Voice to deliver voice messages to thousands of Public at once, poll
local communities, and help drive awareness and encourage Public to interactive
with you.

Key Benefits:
•Personalize your campaign and reach thousands of Public at once.
•Cost-effective, great impact for your Kuwaiti diner investment.
•Launch new campaigns in minutes. Respond quickly to sudden changes during
election time.
•Increase awareness of your position on key subject matters.
•Poll the community to get feedback and see immediate results with real-time online
reporting.
•Encourager Public to interactive with you! Create campaigns quickly before and on
Before starting your Offer or event and ect,..
•Announce local event updates to go greater attendance.

Android Push Notification

Email Push Campaigns + Social Media
T&T International offers one of the most advanced deliverability platforms available
today. T&T International Email Push service ensures that email campaigns reach the
inboxes of recipients to achieve some of the highest deliverability rates in the industry.

T&T International can also professionally manage brands newsletters features that
enable you to easily manage your brand image.

Target Recipients:
T&T International database of email recipients include the below:

500,000 Total Emails:
155,000 Outlook Users
220,000 Hotmail Users
125,000 Yahoo, Gmail and Others Users

Email Push Campaigns + Social Media

Use Our Email Web Application

We believe smart tools deliver real results
Here's to the power of ingenuity of thinking about what's possible and then making it
happen.
A case in point is T&T International email marketing software. It enables you to build creative
emails and manage your lists to deliver the results you want, no PhD required. And all for
less than you might imagine. How smart is that?
Manage lists and subscribers Customizable sign-up forms - easily set up, launch and manage multiple
lead capture forms

Simple list importing and exporting - import lists or export to Excel with just a click
Subscribe/unsubscribe management automatically ensure your list is accurate
Opt-in confirmation option - make sure subscribers really want to hear from you
List segmentation - send relevant emails based on
specific subscriber information

Email Push Campaigns Cost:
 250 KD per push
 One push is equal to 550,000 Emails

Email Push Campaigns Specs:
 H Open × 600 Pixel Still / Static Artwork or Animated / Flash
Artwork
 100 kb Size (HTML)

Delivery Status:
 Up to 95% delivery within 24hours and 90% of the email push will
reach the inbox

Facts & Figures for Push Emails Campaigns:
 Email shot is one of the most successful medium of advertising in this hi-tech and
internet age.
 Reach more than 500,000 active email addresses to which you can send emails of
your latest product and services
 Email shot can be used as news letter, Press Release, Advertising campaigns,
Launching, Website supporting, etc…
 A cost - effective advertising medium
 Access to thousands of prospective customers at once
 Internet users can visit your site directly by clicking on the email attachment in
their inbox

 Target Audience wouldn't miss checking messages in email inbox, so the chances
of hits are 100%

Online Advertising
T&T international provide Online advertising the most powerful and cost-effective tool to
drive traffic to your website. Online advertising provides maximum exposure to your products
than any other form of advertising. If your business caters mainly to the online clients or you
own a website then it become very important to focus on online advertising as this will
increase the traffic on your web site.
There are online advertising companies that market various tools such as pop-up ads, banner
ads, traffic exchanges etc, With the advent of heavy competition in various businesses, online
advertising has become a necessity.
You can achieve very good exposure of your website through Online advertising. The very
effective tools are SEO (search engine optimization), classified advertisements, viral
marketing, classified ads, email marketing and many more free and paid forms of advertising.

Some of the highly popular online advertising techniques are given below: Pay Per Click, Pay
Per impression

Online Advertising

Online Advertising

Online Advertising

Online Advertising

Social Media Marketing
We promote many of the Kuwait leading brands within influential social media sites
including Twitter, Facebook, Wikipedia, LinkedIn, message boards, blogs and more. T&T
International team of experienced writers work as brand ambassadors and participate in online
conversations with your target audience.
T&T International delivers ground-breaking ROI on social media marketing activity
Our analysis shows that the click through rates and conversions achieved as a direct result of our
social media campaigns significantly outperform both PPC marketing campaigns and natural search
conversions. Conversions are, on average, 2 times higher than search and the click rates
around 8.5%.
Adding value with every interaction
We realize that people search online forums to find answers to their questions and to seek advice
for their problems as well as participate in discussions they are passionate about. Such online
communities are invaluable when it comes to influencing the decision making process, which is why
adding valuable ‘brand- Oriented’ contributions to user generated sites can offer huge rewards for
organizations.

Get Free Fan pages

like this one
can help you build business on social network.
Our easy to use templates deliver perfect
designs with your message in seconds. Now
you can take your message and put it on
your social network (Facebook wall or tab)
with the touch of a button. Even better - since
this is an email marketing template it e-mails
too... !

Accounts On Facebook

Accounts On Facebook

Accounts On You Tube

Accounts On You Tube

Accounts On Twitter

Accounts On Twitter

Q8 Community Blog

Our SMM Price

Create Static Web Site
A static website contains web pages with fixed
content. Each page is coded in HTML
and displays the same information to every
visitor. Static sites are the most basic type of
website and are the easiest to create.
unlike dynamic websites, they do not
require any web programming or database
design. A site can be built by simply crating a
few HTML pages & Publishing.
It
is
must
manually
updated
by
the webmaster.10 to 20 pages is very easy to
access you want more pages we go to dynamic
page is better.

Create Dynamic Web Site
The second type is a website with
dynamic content displayed in plain view. Variable
content is displayed dynamically on the fly based
on certain criteria, usually by retrieving content
stored in a database.
A website with dynamic content refers to how its
messages, text, images and other information are
displayed on the web page, and more specifically
how its content changes at any given
moment. The web page content varies based
on certain criteria, either pre-defined rules or
variable user input. For example, a website with a
database of news articles can use a predefined rule which tells it to display all news
articles for today's date. This type of dynamic
website will automatically.

AdWord

Search Engine Optimization ( SEO )

Search Engine Optimization ( SEO)

How to be ideal for search engines?

Method of competition on the
keywords of choice?
How to choose Keywords?
The secret of the internal
organization of the page by meta tag.
The secret of the organization abroad
of the page

SeaƌĐh EŶgiŶe MaƌketiŶg Its͛ a PƌoĐess, Not aŶ EǀeŶt
All The Resources you spent into making your site Beautiful and easy to use isŶ͛t worth much if no
One can find it! Search engines, like Google and Yahoo, are overwhelmingly the most common
methods by which consumers find what they need online. Fortunately, you have several options
to increase your online visibility, but what method works best for you?
T&T IŶteƌŶatioŶals͛ years of experience demonstrate that the ͚͛oŶe size fits all ͛͛ approach doesŶ͛t
always address a ĐlieŶts͛ specific needs. We base our marketing recommendations on our ĐlieŶts͛
short and long term business goals. ensuring your site.

What are SEO and SEM (PPC)?
Many Clients mistakenly mix up the terms related to search engine marketing, there
are two distinct approaches each offering its
own
unique
benefits.
At
T&T International, we combine the best of both worlds for enhanced.

What is SEM (PPC)?
SEM – Search Engine Marketing – is the act of marketing a website via
search engines by purchasing paid listings. It is more commonly referred to as PPC
(Pay per Click advertising).

What is SEO?
SEO is the act of modifying a website to increase its ranking in organic (vs. paid),
crawler-based listings of search engines.

Organic (SEO) vs. Paid (SEM) search engine traffic
Organic (SEO)

Paid (SEM)

Premise: Complicated

Premise: Managed auction

Takes time and expertise

Just requires advertising money

Efforts have lasting effect

Budget dictates longevity

Best for long-term strategy

Stop gap, isolated events, testing

Search Ending Optimizations (SEO or Non-Paid Traffic)
The higher your site ranks on search engine result pages, the more likely your
customer will connect with you. Increasing your ranking can be a complicated
process, especially to the Laymen without the specific expertise.

At T&T

International, through our comprehensive SEO process, we audit and apply

optimization techniques specific to your business to ensure an increase in your search
result rankings, thus resulting in you getting noticed by the right traffic at the right
stage of their buying cycle.

SEO benefits include:
High positioning potential for multiple
Very economical where entire site may be accessed and optimized.
Long term positioning can be obtained.
Residual effects are applied to entire site.

Combining the best of both worlds for enhanced results
Based on the Client’s specific situation, we often combine both SEM techniques to

achieve the desired results set forth by the online marketing plan. While the
reasoning differs from case to case, the following general guideline is always valid.

SEO is best used to:
 Identify targeted keywords that potential customers would use

 Evaluate your organic visibility on major search engines
 Assess what attaining competitive organic positions would cost
 Create a plan to secure targeted organic positions

PPC is best used to:
 Research and test PPC viability
 Leverage PPC for validation and hard to attain keywords
 Obtain immediate bursts of traffic often linked to campaigns.

Pay Per Click (PPC or Paid Traffic)
In some cases, you may achieve a higher return with a direct search engine marketing approach purchasing a campaign through the search engines to have your site stand out. But if you are
spending 3,000 KD to get your site noticed and returning X amount of dinars, T&T International aim is

to get you to 2X, 3X, or beyond!
By analyzing your business, niche, and campaign, we make sure you're set up and spending money to
drive the most relevant traffic to your site. We pride ourselves in taking your success as our success.

PPC Benefits include:
 Top positioning for all purchased terminology.

 Immediate results. Can be started / stopped at will.
 Short term and seasonally friendly.
 Excellent for local marketers. Geographic friendly.

Search Engine Optimization ( SEO )

Our Clients

